PLASTIC FANTASTIC

CARE, REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

Once you’ve found the perfect Plastic Fantastic piece, you’ll want to keep it in the best
condition so it will last you for years to come. This user manual will help you keep it
looking as good as new.
MAINTENANCE & CARE
OUTDOOR USE
it’s strongly advised to store your Plastic Fantastic furniture indoors during extreme
weather conditions and winter period. Keep the furniture clean at all times. Remove
any algae, dirt residue and other biological and acidic residue such as bird droppings
as soon as possible.
CLEANING
Clean the furniture with a soft sponge or cloth, warm water and mild detergent
regulary. Do not use any harsh or chemical based cleaning products as this might
damage the material and/or change it’s color. To remove deeper stains from PU
rubber we offer a special cleaning set for this purpose.
PLASTIC FANTASTIC DRESSOIR DRAWERS
Due to the nature of the material, the drawers can become less smooth over time. To
improve sliding of the drawers, each side has been treated with special grease. Inside
the top-drawer is a little envelope with an extra container containing this grease. Please
use this to improve sliding of the drawers when necessary.
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PLASTIC FANTASTIC

CARE, REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

MINOR DAMAGE TO YOUR PLASTIC FANTASTIC PIECE?
Trouble shooting minor damage caused by active use like scratches, dents or rips is
below in three simple steps. For more severe damage contact JSPR to find out your
possibilities and come up with a solution.
REPAIR KIT
In case of minor damage to the Plastic Fantastic series furniture it’s possible to fix the
affected area at home by ordering a JSPR repair kit in the exact same colour as your
furniture. The repair kit consists of two containers; a hardener (usually in translucent
white) and coloured liquid rubber in colour of choice.
Determine the size of the damaged area because it’s possible to only mix as much as
you need leaving the rest as a back-up incase new damage occurs. Keep the
remaining material stored in room temperature in a dark place and keep out of reach
of children. Shelf life of the hardener is approximately 12-18 months.
SAFETY
Prepare a covered surface to work on to prevent floors and other surfaces from
staining. Wear protective vinyl gloves. Avoid contact to skin, eyes and clothing.
REPAIR STEP I
Clean the furniture piece with a damp cloth and mild detergent, allow to fully dry and
proceed to mixing the rubber components.
REPAIR STEP II
Mix the two components ratio 1:5 (one part hardener five parts coloured rubber).
Mix them thoroughly and apply to affected area with a brush. Let it dry for
approximately 5 minutes and continue adding layers to match the material thickness
of rest of the piece.
REPAIR STEP III
Set aside and allow to dry for 24hours. No extra treatments are necessary.
IMPORTANT
Claims resulting from damages not immediately treated with JSPR repair kit and over
all poor maintenance will not be taken in consideration.
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